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ABSTRACT
A double-focusins magnetic field for a spectrometer of the
flat type which gives radial focusing to roughly the sixth order,
and Vllich has
been devised. In the type of magnetic field assumed, the nonvanishing
component B
z
in the symmetry plane z = 0 may be written as
B
z =
1
+ ... J ,
J
where the coefficients a (e) are assumed to be of the form
n
* Work supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
t On leave of absence fron the Research Institute for Physics, Stockholm,
Sweden.
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A computer and some basic analytic properties of the
aberration coefficients have been employed to arrive at appropriate
values of the field constants D
ron
The focusing angle is 6
radians, within which there is one intermediate axial focus. The
magnitude of the ratio of the momentum dispersion to the radial
magnification is approximately 12; this means that the spectrometer,
for a given resolution, will accommodate a source that is three times
r-
as broad as the source of the well-blown n\l2 type. For a point
source and a solid anBle of 0.9% of 4n, the momentum resolution
is 0.01%. In the present field the total source height is limited
to about three times the source width due to the presence of a fairly
large second-order cross term between the source height parameter and
the axial aperture parameter. It is found, however, that by a
slightly different choice of a2 (8) such a cross-term can be eliminated.
The general possibility of control of cross-terms, as indicated by this
result, could be of considerable value if a system of very high luminosity
should be attempted, for instance by using an azimuthally varying ~g-
netic field in conjunction with a recently developed electrostatic
method for reducing the influence of source width resolution. Some
comments are ::lade on the problem of realizing an azimuthally varying
field of the present type.
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1. Introduction
In attempting to find an efficient magnetic beta-ray
spectrometer design incorporating high resolution and high
luminosity, one usually limits attention to the so-called "flat
lay-out," i.e., designs in which the momentUM selecting dispersion
is confined to one direction in space. The resolution is in this
case, at least in first order, independent of the source height,
thus giving promise of a reasonably large luminosity (product of
source area and aperture solid angle) at high resolution. In flat
spectrometers with sinlultaneous radial and axial focusing and having
a rotationally sYmmetric magnetic field with a circular central orbit,
the magnitude of the aperture is in lowest order limited
that it is impossible to cancel simultaneously both the
by the fact
¢ 2 and
r
0'
rio 2 terms in the resolution determininrr radial aberration.1J z C>
There have been a number of ways devised to overcome this
difficulty. Daniell) departed from the condition of simultaneous
axial focusing at the radial focus, and in this way provided degrees
of freedom for reducing the aberrations. Lee-Hhiting2)investignted
the case where the nlaenetic field has mirror and rotational symmetry
but where the central orbit is not circular, and achieved considerable
progress in reducing the aperture aberrations. Bergkvist3) devised a
system involving in addition to the magnetic field two electrostatic
components which allowed considerable reduction both of the arperture
defect and of the influence on the resolution of a source of finite
size. Sessle/I) suggested that "strong-focusing," Le., a departure
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from the rotational symmetry of the magnetic field, could reduce the
apertu.re defect, and showed that j in principle, the simultaneous
vanishing of both the ¢ 2
r
and. the ¢ 2
z
terms in the radial nber-
rations could be achieved.
Detailed design considerations in Ref. 4 were limited to
. a rather unphysical field which was employed only because it allowed
analytic trea.tment. The example did, however, provide an explicit
demonstration of the removal of second-order radial aperture aber-
ration. Subsequently, the Heidelberg group5) has presented a physic-
ally acceptable field which has the same property.
The present work is an extension of the principles suggested
in Ref. 4: We exhibit a set of physically realizable fields resulting
in a spectrometer in which the radial aperture aberration has been
removed to high (roughly sixth) order. In contrast to the methods
used in Ref. 4, we are forced to extensive computations coupled with
certain basic analytic relations between the aberration coefficients
and the field paraneters, in order to achieve this end.
Section 2 describes the magnetic field expansion which is
employed; Section 3 discusses some general considerations leading to
the design studied herein. Section 4 outlines the procedure for the
determination of the field coefficients and gives some illustrations
of the effect of the strong focusing or azimuthally varying field (AVF)
in different aberration orders. Section 5 gives the basic data of the
spectrometer field we have obtained; it yields an aperture solid angle
.. ..4
of' c .9' . 7f 1.1 L c~ ~;d.xirnu.rJ l'll.J.ial image width of 1.0 x 10 in
UCEL-16802
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momentum. In Section 6, the behavior of the spectroMeter with
respect to sources of finite size is discussed. Section 1 deals
with the problem of realizing the desired azimuthally varJing field, .
and also contains a suggested alternative approach to spectrometer
design which may have advantages over that employed ~n this paper.
2. Hagnetic Field Expansion
We employ cylindrical coordinates r,e,z and assume that
in the plane Z = 0 the only nonvanishing field component, B ,
Z
is expressed as
, (1)
where x = (r - r )/ro 0 is the relative radial departure from the
central circle
The field coefficients a (0) are assumed to have an azimuthal
n
dependence of the form
a (0)
n =
DOn + DIn sinO + D2n cosO + D3n 5in20 + D4n cos26
+ D5n sin38 + D6n cos30 (2)
A computer progr~~6)emploYin~ the above field allows the
calculation, at any angle 0, of the position of an orbit starting
at the point xo ' yo(= zo/ro) , e = 0 with the radial and axial
UCRL-16802
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direction parameters and ¢ .
z
The equations of motion and
the field components B
r
, B
z
' and Be are given in the Appendix.
The computer program is accurate through sixth order.
It appears from (1) that the assumed field is constant along
the central circle x = o. Although, in principle, this lack of
generality of the azimuthal variation may exclude the discovery of
some physically favorable field structure, it adds vastly to the
simplicity and straightforwardness of the analysis of the aberrations.
In particular, if the momentum p is chosen in such a way that the
I
central circle is a possible orbit and the source is assumed to be at
Xo = Yo = 0, it is then possible to divide the aperture aberrations
into various orders such that an aberration feature of order n
remains unaffected when field coefficients of order larger than n
are varied. In contrast, in the more general case the various orders
of aberrations are coupled. (This coupling could be removed by choice
of a field expansion properly suited to the central ray, but the
electromagnetic problem of finding the off-median-plane fieldsvould
become very much more complicated.)
3. Choice of the Basic Configuration
With an azimuthally varying field, simultaneous first-order
radial and axial focusing can be obtained within a wide range of
azimuthal angles e • Very generally, as was demonstrated in Ref. 4,
the possibility of reducing the higher order aberrations by means of
AVF depends on the fact that the first-order radial and axial orbit
solutions afe made unequal. With the magnetic field varying azi-
muthally, there exists the possibility of independently varying the
UCRL-16802
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¢ 2 and
r
terms in the radial aberrations (and in a more comp11-
cated way, successively, the higher order aberrations). Although we
can not claim any general validity to the observation, there had been
indications that ~h~n the AVF coefficients in first order were chosen
fairly large, the AVF coefficients of increasing order tended to grow
. when the higher order aberration coefficients were sucessively made
equal to zero. For this reason, we decided to study a case with
simultaneous first-order radial and axial focusing, where a consider-
able unequality between the first-order radial and axial orbit
solutions could be obtained with a very moderate degree of AVF in
first order.
In the azimuthally symmetric case with simultaneous axial
and radial focusing at e = OF =n~, the axial orbit solution
oscillates twice as fast as the radial solution. However, the
focusing anele, being slightly larger than ~n is experimentally
. inconvenient. By nddine a relatively moderate degree of AVF. in
first order, the focusing anele can be moved to an angle somewhat
smaller than 2". As the largest value of OF considered to be of
experimental interest was SF = 6, this was consequently chosen for
further study.
4. Determination of the Field Coefficients
\·fuen the source is a point on the central circle, emittine
part icles ,.,rith direct ion p8.1"ameters ~ ~ and of such a momentum
'Ilr • 'Il z
that r = rD. is n possible orbit (havin~ also
UCRL-16802
*the radial coordinate x of the iMage point can be expres~ed as
*x =
reduction of the radial aperture aberration coefficients
1l,V
where for symmetry reasons v must be even.
The main emphasis of the present work has been on the
A
\,lV
Provided reasonable radial dispersion is maintained, this will ensure
favorable performance for the case of a point source. ~fuen the para-
meters differ from zero a variety of new terms enter in
*x ,
x o ' Yo
these terms will influence the performance with the use of an
extended source. The coefficients for these new tenns are also, in
principle, adjustable by means of the AVF coefficients. Some comments
on this important point, and an example, may be found in Section 6.
Analytic determination of the functions· aiCe} that will
make the aberration coefficients A zero would be extremely tedious;
J.lV
we have resorted to digital computation instead.
From a consideration of the general structure of the solutions,
insofar as their dependence on the aiCe} is concerned, if follows
that for J.l+v=n, A
J.lV
is a linear function of the coefficients
D in aCe} , and furthermore A is independent of an' , for
mn n J.lV
n' > n •
These last observations allow, in principle, a straightforward
way of dete~ining the a
n
while making the A
\,lV
of successively
increasing order zero. Ass~~e that the A of order n - 1 are
\ llV
\
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zero. With the digital computer, the x corresponding to a
suitable set of orbits is dete~ined for a particular set of D
mn
in a
n
How, by graphical or algebraic menns, the coefficients
A of order n are evaluated. The procedure is then repeated,
~V
after making an increment in one of the D
mn
In this manner, the
are all obtained. Now, due to the linearsensitivities
dependence of
aA laD
~v mn
A (of order n)
~v
on the D ,
mn
the appropriate
changes 6D
ron
in the D coefficients, in order to make the
ron
A~v zero, are obtained by solving the linear equations7)
~v+ tiDron = o (4)
In practice -- because of various sources of numerical errors -- we
were able to obtain about a factor of four reduction in the values
of the A , for each cycle of the above process.
~v
In Figs. 1 and 2, examples are given of the efficacy of
azilnuthally varying fields i~ reducing the aberration coefficients
A The figures are explained in the figure captions.
IlV
It is evident from Eq. (2) that we have included seven free
Ev-en in sixthpar&~eters in each of the field coefficients 8. (0) •
~
order, however, there are only four radial aberration coefficients
A , and hence there are extra degrees of freedom available for the'
\1\1
reduction of other types of aberration coefficients. In Section 6
we give nn example in which attention is also devoted to the cross
"term between the ~xial aperture parruaeter ~ and the source hei~htl"z t:>
UCRL-16802
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parameters YO. In the present case, with emphasis upon only the
A
).J\I '
we have chosen to employ a minimum number of D
ron
taken so
as to remove the aberrations with the smallest magnitudes of AVF.
5. The Snectrometer:t Snecification and Characteristics
•
In Table I are given the values of the AVF coefficients a
n
determined in the way described. Also included are the dispersion,
the radial and axial maenifications, and the solid angle at a point
source resolution of -41.0 x 10 in momentum.
The radial aberrations (for a point source) of the spectro-
meter field are displayed in Fig. 3. The aperture displayed in the
same figure contains those aperture directions giving radial aberra-
tions contained within a total radial image width of -310 r O • Since
the momentum dispersion of the field is 10, this width corresponds to
-4a momentum resolution of 1.0 x 10 • At that resolution the solid
angle is approximately- 0.9% of 4~ .
No particular attention was paid to the axial aberrations
except in the choice of aI' which was determined to give first-order
focusing in both rio andl"r ¢z • With the field given in Table I the
size of the maximum axial aberration within the aperture amounts to
± 0.02, and for most orbits is considerably smaller.
There are still some fifth and higher order aberrations
present in the aberration pattern shown in Fig. 3. By further
attention to and these aberrations could be reduced;
however, aberrations of higher than the sixth order are already
UCRL-16802
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becoming prominent. These high-order aberrations are not accessible
for free adjustment in the present program. Therefore, only a minor
(and probably spurious) L~provement in the solid angle of the spec~
trometer of Table I can be obtained within the confines of the
present computer program.
We note in Table I that the magnitude of the AVF coefficients
do not much exceed unity and do not show any tendency to increase with
order n.
6. Luminosity: Use of extended source
The choice of the fairly large focusing angle of 6 radians
for the case described in Table I is compatible with the desire of
obtaining a high dispersion and hence the ability to accommodate
relatively wide sources. As is seen below, the possible source
width is proportional to the magnitude of the ratio between the radial
dispersion ana the radial magnification. In the field given in
Table I the magnitude of this ratio is 12, i.e., 3 times that of the
well-known n~ spectrometer and hence very favorable from the
point of view of high luninosity. Apaxt from this concern for a
good luminosity, the determination of appropriate structures for the
AVF coeffieients a (e) in Table! was governed entirely by the
n
requirement that the radial aperture aberration coefficient A
\.IV
should vanish, implying favorable performance in the case of a point
source. As was remarked earlier, with the form of a (e)
n
used in
the present ~ork there are renaining degrees of freedom available to
UCRL-16802
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satisfy additional requirements on the performance of thespectro-
meter field. In this section, we shall make some comments related to
the question of whether one can use such further degrees of freedom to
arrange particularly favorable performance when an extended source is
used.
If and are the radial and axial source dimensions,
respectively, the radial image width is in lowest order given by
IMI xo ' where r.1 is the radial magnii"ication. If w is the desired
resolution in momentum, and D the dispersion, one must choose Xo
such that
w '" i.e.,
DIITI w •
To allow a wide source one clearly wants the ratio /D/M/ as large
L as possible. An analytic treatment reveals that the ratio D/r·f can
be expressed as
D
- =M ,
where' xl(e) is a function such that ~ • x(e) is the first-order
r
radial orbit solution for a particle leaving the source at
"
x :: y a 0
o 0
with the direction ~r and with such a momentum that the central circle
x • yo • 0 becomes the orbit .....hen ¢r • ¢ • 0 • In the AVF casez
given in Table I, one has /D/MI %If 12 and ep = 6 • The magnitude of
x1(e) is such that for ~ =0.1 the maximum radial departure of the
r
UCRL-16802
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orbit from the central circle is approximately 0.5. It is evident
that any dranatic increase in the ratio ID/Ml will involve either
a focusing angle 8p » G or such a magnitude of the function xl(e)
that a favorable radial aperture becomes incompatible with a reasonably
moderate radial spread of the orbits. In these respects the AVF case
. does not differ significantly from the rotationally sYmmetric case, and
hence the source will normally have to be lioited in width in much the
same way.
~fuen the source width is limited by the condition that the
contribution IMI X
o
to the radial image width is to be tolerable,
the possible source area will be determined by the permissible source
height 2yO • This enters in lowest order through terms of the type
2
and YO~z in the radial image vidth. Of these the 2 termyo yo
is easily compensated by bending the source by an appropriate amount.
However, there is no similarly simple method of getting rid of a .
2Yo ¢z term. In the spectrometer field given in Table I it turns out
that the magnitude of the coefficient for the yo~z term is fairly
large, of the order of unity. H'i th an axial aperture of I¢ I ~ 0.3.z •
this means that the contribution to the radial image width from the
yor/J
z
term equals that from the source vidth for a total source height
equal to about three times the source width. Although these source
proportions are perhaps not too different from those often chosen in
practice for various other reasons, it is evident that when highest
possible luminosity is essential, the magnitude of the YO¢z term will
be a real litllitntion. For this reason we investigated whether the
UCRL-16802
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fUrther degrees of freedom contained in the present choice of structure
for a2 (e} could be used to cancel the coefficient for theYO¢z-term.
The procedure was similar to that used when setting the A
~v
coeffi-
cients equal to zero, i.e., observing the fact that the coefficient of
the YO¢z term must depend linearly on the ~2 in a2(6} • It
that simultaneous vanishing of the ¢ 2 2 YO¢zturns out r ' ¢z ' and
terms can be obtained, for instance, when
a2(e} = 1.180556.- 0.121764 sine + 1.121828 cose
!
For this value of a~(a} the magnitudes of the three aberration co-
G
efficients are all smaller than 0.005 • A comparison with a2<e}
-in Table I shows that the cancelling of the YO¢z term has been
arranged by only a very minor change in the AVP structure in a2 (e} .•
We therefore believe that an extension to higher orders should present
no divergence difficulties of the kind mentioned in Section 3.
The possibility of handling cross-terms between the aperture
parameters and the source parameters must be
considered an outstanding feature of the AVF approach to spectrometer
design. If the electrostatic method of Ref. 3 for the reduction of
the influence of the source width on the resolution is used in con-
junction with an AVF spectrometer, one should have the possibility
of mastering in the radial image width the (i) pure source parnneter
terms, (ii) the pure aperture terms, and (iii) the cross-te~s. For
appreciable source width and source height, and appreciable aperture
UCRL-16802
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solid ane1e one has then, in principle, the possibility of achieving
an arbitrarily good resolution.
Realization of the Spectrometer Field
d
(a) Stabilit~ reQuirements
~~en relatively laree aperture angles are combined with very
high resolution, it is to be expected that the field shape must be
realized and maintained at a very high precision in order not to
adversely affect the inherent performances of the system. This
precision, naturally, refers both to the particular field sylnmetries
employed in the field expansion of Eq. (1) and to the realization of
the appropriate values of the AVF coefficients a
n
Some quanti-
tative ideas about the sensitivity of the radial focusing with respect
to small departures from the proper field coefficients can be obtained
by inspecting how rapidly an aberration coefficient A
lJV
of order n
varies for changes in the- field constants D
ron
in a
n
For the
3~\. , and ¢ 5 terms in the radial aberration the sensitivities tor
changes in the respective constant term coefficients
are roughly:
DOn and a n
- 20 ; - 250 ; ~ - 3000
The dependences on the azimuthally varying parts in the respective
a (8) are roughly the same, or smaller.
n
With amaximum magnitude of ¢r in the utilized aperture
equal to O~.l
_:\ l-i, •
a change in the first-order coefficient AIO becomes
UCRL-16B02
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most critical among the three aberration coefficients included above.
If the accompanying change in higher order aberrations is neglected,
a radial broadening of 10% of an image width of 0.001 is obtained
for a relative departure of 3 parts in 105 from the proper value
in The accompanying influence on hieher order
terms may increase the sensitivity further. Clearly a precision of
the order of 1 part in 105 will be required at least in the first-
order field parameters.
(b) Iron map;net
If iron of infinite permeability is assumed, and the effect of
the fringing field is neglected, the appropriate shape of the pole
surfaces is that of the equipotential surfaces corresponding to the
field of Eq. (1). Thus, from Eq. (A2) of the Appendix, the pole
surface is specified by
co
L
i,j=O
i j+l
x y
= Constant , (6)
where aij (6) is obtained by comparing Eqs. (A.2) and (A.6).
Although an iron magnet is attractive from the point of view
of simplicity, it seems improbable that, for instance, the desired
precision'of 10-5 in can be obtained with iron, in view of
remnant field effects and the variation of iron permeability with
field strength. Recent proeress in the design of high-field iron
magnets with di~ital computers might, however,
UCRL-16802
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(c) Air-core coil
The precision requirements on field shape can most readily
be satisfied by an iron-free coil system. Stimulated by the problem
encountered here, of finding a suitable coil configuration, Laslett
has recently established the following result: 9) Given a specified
static maGnetic field and a closed surface S, there exists a
current distribution on S· that will produce the specified field
within S. Furthermore, Laslett has given an explicit prescription
for determining the current distribution. Clearly this theorem estab-
I
lishes the existence of an adequate coil structure, but the resulting
current distribution will -- in general -- be exceedingly complicated
and furthermore consist of large almost cancelling currents. One
needs, in practice, to find a coil system not necessarily confined
to S but oruy exterior to S, and so chosen as to be convenient
with regard to mechanical construction and economical with regard to
power consumption. Laslett's theorem allows a systematic study of
the non-unique nature of the coil system, but such a study has not
yet been undertaken.
(d) Alternative ap£roach
The form of the spectrometer field which was adopted in this
work [namely Eq. (1)] was motivated by the desire to determine
as easily as possible whether or not AVF could lead to an interest-
ing spectrometer design. Prior to this investigation, we had only the
suggestive wOrk of Ref. 4, and it was quite unclear whether or not
UCRL-16802
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cross~terms and higher order aberrations could be renoved with
reasonable fields. By choosing a field as in Eq. (1) we could
circumvent the problem of relating coil configuration to field
coefficients, and thus concentrate directly on whether AVF were
advantageous. We have now demonstrated the advantages of AVF
. with respect to achieving certain desired imaging properties. Clearly
the actual field which accomplishes such properties is not unique:
already within the restrictions L~posed by the kind of field expansion
nnd field coefficients used in Eq. (1) we had different choices. The
field restrictions implied in, e.g., the choice of the field structure
in 'rable I, may well be u.nsuitable
In the over-all computational and technical problem of realizing in
practice an AVF system, it might be more profitable to apply n
criterion of simplicity not to the choice of field expansion and choice
of field coefficients, but rather to the choice of general coil struc-
ture. An approach along these lines may proceed by starting with various
technically feasible sets of coil configurations (each specified by a
number of' adjustable'parameters). One would determine the fields
associated with each coil configuration, and then the associated
aberrations. Clearly, since in general a particular coil will produce
fields of all orders, the process of removing aberrations will be much
more involved than that reported here. Of particular convenience would
be some way of specifying "linearly independent" coil configurations;
in the absen~e of such insight the procedure would appear to be feasible,
but exceedingly time consuming.
UCRL-16802
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APPENDIX
This Appendix contains the mathematical specification of
the equations of motion and field expansion, briefly described in
Section 2. Further details of the computer program, which was
written to solve the equations. may be found in Ref. 6.
The equations of motion of a particle having momentum p
are
x" = ,
_1/2 r _ 1 _..
Q . l ~ J ~x'Y:y" = (l+cHl+x) -(l+x)x'be - X'Y'by + (Q-x' )br + l+x
where
, (A.l)
x = y ,
r is the particle radius, z is the axial displacement, r O is
of the magnetic field as specified below, ,
the central circle, b , b ,
z r and be are the normalized
P - POc = _0_'__
PO
components
= , ,
and primes d~~ote derivatives with respect to e.
The magnetic field components may be expanded in power series
'.
about the c~ntral circle z = 0
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co
13 L i Jb z (A.2 )= = aij(o) x y IIZ 13 0 i,j=O
eo
13 I: i Jb r (A.3 )= = bij (6) x yr 130 •i.J=O
Be co
bo I i J (A.4 ):: - :: ciJ(e) x y130 1,,1=0
Fields symmetric about the median plane. and satisfying Maxvell's
equations for a source-free region. namely
•
z x ~ :: 0 •
may be expressed in terms of a1 :: aiO(O). In particular, through
sixth order:
- (~8.1 + a 2 )y2 + (! a 1 ,,) 2- a - 3a 3 - 2 al xy2 1 .2
+ (- ~ 8.1 + 1'3.2 3 - 60.4 + It 1 It) 2 2- '2 8,3 8,1 - '2 (1,2 x y
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+(-~a1 1 3 2 +5 +1 ,,_1:. a"+.2... a"+1 8.(4»)x 4o + 4 8.2 - 4 a3 + a4 8.5 2 a3 2 2 12 1 24 1 Y
1 (4) 1 (4») 2 4
+ 24 0.2 - 6 a1 x y
1" 1 (4) 1 (4») 6
+ I6 6.1 - i20 a2 + 'SO a1 y
o."y2 4 6 {
o + y {6." + 1 a (4}) _. y 8a" + 5a(4) + 1 a (5})
(1+x}2 6(1+x}4 0 4 0 90(1+x)b 0 0 rr 0 , {A.6}
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1 (4' 1 (4 ') 5
+ bO a2 - 15 a1 xy
, (A.7 )
+ (1 , 1 , 1 1 + 1 II' 1 "') 5+ - a' + - a'm a1 - bO a 2 . 10 3 5 4 30 a 2 - bO a1 y
{ 1, 1, 1 1 + at +..l. a"' 2 II' • ..l.a'" + ..l.- a(5) )xy5
• - 30 (\1 + 15 a2 -'h a ' + - a' - 15 [12t 3 5 4 5 10 3 10 1 120 1
{
2 2, 4 , 10 , 1",
• - a' - - [1 ... - a - -3 a 5 - .,.. [133 1 3 2 340
a'y' a"'y3
+ a' _ a' + a')x5y + 0 __O__~
3 4 5 (l+x) - 6(I+x)3
The azimuthal dependence of a i was taken as indicated in Eq. (2).
UCRL-16802
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This straight-forward procedure CQuld fail in two different
Firstly, it is possible that det(aA jaD ) = 0
\..IV ron
so the set of
equations for AD
ron
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Table I. Data for an azimuthally varying ~agnetic field giving
simultaneous radial and axial rocusing.
Focusing angle: 6 radians
Solid Angle at 0.01% point source resolution: 0.9% of 4~
Dispersion (~r/r:~p/p): 10.0
Radial maenification: - 0.81
Axial magnification: 0.90
Field coefficients:
a l = - 1.11473 - 0.659 cos e
a 3 = - 1.1335 - 1.355 cos e
:: 0.8865 + 1.277 cos e 0.0066 sin 2 e
= -I- 0.04 cos e ... 0.548 COB 2 e
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. The coefficient 0.1 (8) has been determined to give first-
order radial and axial focusing at 0 = 6. If the radial
inevitably obtains a large
aberration term
term (broken lines) in the
introducing AVF
¢ 2
z
in
is made zero
(Dr.l2 = 0
¢ 2
r
(A02 a 0) vithout
for m 1 0). one
radial aberration. When AVF is introduced in an it is
c:.
possible to simultaneously cancel both the ¢ 2 and ¢ 2
z r
term. This is illustrated by the solid line vhich has been
obtained by taking 0.2 =- 1.223 + 1.1837 cos e •
Fig. 2. This fi~~re shows radial aberration patterns at two inter~
mediate stages of the determlnation of the field coefficients
given in Table I. The field coefficients till~ough third
order have essentially already been established. However.
there is SOme third-order contribution of the type
present in the pattern of Fig. 2(0.). giving the slope of
The finite aberration
maGnitude at this point is essentially due to a
the ¢z =0.15 curve at ¢ = 0 •
r
¢ 4
z
term.
There are also prominent contributions of the types
The mentioned aberrationand 3 2¢r ¢z present in the pattern.
types have all been much reduced in Fig. 2(b): the third and
fourth order terms by means of appropriate changes in 0.3 and
i ~ 3~ 2and the f fth order ~ ~ as a happy consequence of
r z
theSe changes. The dominant aberration type left is of the
type ¢ 5 •
r
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Fig. 3. Behavior of the radial aberrations of the spectrometer field,
having the parameters presented in Table I, as functions of
for three different values of ¢ (0, 0.15, 0.30).
z
Also
included is the shape of an entrance aperture containing
orbits which form an image with a radial width not exceeding
i.e., giving a point source resolution of 1.0 x 10-4
in momentum. At this resolution the solid angle of the
entrance aperture is 0.9% of 4~.
r.adial
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This report was prepared as an account
sponsored work. Neither the United States,
mISSIon, nor any person acting 011 beha.l f of
of Government
nor the Com-
the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
imp.lied, with respect to the accuracy, comp.leteness,
or usefu.lness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, appa-
ratus, method, or process disc.losed in this report
may not i n f r i n ge p r i vat e .1 yowned righ t s; 0 r
B. Assumes any .liabi.lities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resu.lting from the use of any infor-
mation, apparatus, method, or process disc.losed in
this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on beha.lf of the
Commission" inc.ludes any emp.loyee or contractor of the Com-
mission, or emp.loyee of such contractor, to the extent that
such emp.loyee or contractor of the Commission, or emp.loyee
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to,
,"
with the Commission, or his emp.loyment with such contractor.
